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ABSTRACT
Live streaming is one of the fastest growing forms of media around the globe. Despite gaining traction
in North America and Europe, it has not reached the popularity it has in China, where live streaming is
prevalent and has a profound impact on users' life. This talk summarizes results from my previous studies
on live streaming in China that highlight how live streamers in China are providing content not only for
entertainment, but also for knowledge sharing and cultural heritage preservation. I highlight streamer
and viewer motivations, streaming practices, and the challenges currently facing streamers. I also
design, develop, and deploy interactive tools and systems for streaming users in non-gaming contexts,
e.g., StreamWiki helps users collaboratively create archival documentations of live streams to facilitate
in-stream and post hoc learning. I believe that lessons learned from live streaming in China for
knowledge sharing, cultural heritage preservation, and social good can provide a blueprint for the
future of live streaming services in other countries and next generations of video-based social media.
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